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Abstract
Sound propagation in a waveguide lined with one section of locally reac-
tive material is studied by resonance scattering approach. The objective is
to understand the effects of mode coupling in the lined section on the trans-
mission. It is shown that a transmission zero is present in the vicinity of
a resonance peak when a numerically real resonance frequency of the open
lined section (opened to infinities through the rigid parts of the waveguide) is
crossed. The transmission zero and immediate resonance peak form a Fano
resonance, it has been explained as an interaction between a resonance and
the non-resonant background. The real resonance frequency and its corre-
sponding trapped mode are formed by the interferences (couplings) between
two neighbor modes with complex resonance frequencies. It is also linked to
the avoided crossing of eigenvalues and the exceptional point. The scattering
matrix is expressed in terms of a matrix Heff which describes approximately
the complex resonances in the open lined section. With the aid of the eigen-
values and eigenfunctions of matrix Heff , the traditional acoustic resonance
scattering formula can be extended to describe the coupling effects between
the open lined section and the rigid parts of the waveguide.
PACS Numbers: 43.20.Mv, 43.20.Ks
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I. INTRODUCTION
Acoustic liners are commonly used in noise control devices for duct
systems. Typical applications include silencers for ventilation systems, wall
treatments for aircraft engines, and silencers for industrial gas turbines. To
increase the liner efficiency, various strategies can be used. One is to find a
new material design for which the impedance is close to the optimal value
in the targeted range of frequencies1,2. Another strategy is to take advan-
tage of the acoustic impedance changes (like discontinuities) in axial3,4,5 or
circumferential6,7 segments, or both of them8,9. The strategy used in this
paper is different: The idea is to couple the incoming propagative mode in
the waveguide with the modes localized in the lined region. Those localized
modes exist for particular values of the geometry in a uniform liner but can
also be created by impedance variations. As an example, a very simple 2D
model with an uniform liner is analyzed in this paper.
Such interferences between resonances and scattering appear in Fano
resonances (for review articles see, for example, Refs. 10 and 11, and the ref-
erences therein). In contrast to the conventional isolated resonances scatter-
ing, Fano resonance is explained by constructive and destructive interferences
between a resonance (trapped mode) or a complex resonance (quasi-trapped
mode) and the background or nonresonant scattering12. A transmission zero
is produced as a real resonance frequency is crossed13.
One of the crucial ingredients to form a Fano resonance is to have
trapped mode with a real resonance frequency. Trapped modes are localized
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oscillations in unbounded media and do not radiate energy to infinity. They
were first observed experimentally in acoustics by Parker in 196614. Discrete
trapped modes may exist below the first cut-off frequency of the transverse
modes, provided that some kinds of defect or variations of geometry exist15,16.
Discrete trapped modes may also exist above the first cut-off frequency for
specific parameter combinations, they are called embedded trapped modes15
or bound states in continuum (BIC) in quantum mechanics17. Friedrich and
Wintgen18 demonstrated that BIC is a natural feature of common physical
situations, and can occur due to the interference of resonances. They have
linked BICs directly to the phenomenon of an avoided crossing of neighbored
resonance states (modes with complex eigenvalues). Recently, BICs in the
vicinity of exceptional points were also found in open quantum billiards19.
Sadreev et al.19 found that the BICs are close to the points of degeneracy
of the closed quantum system. When the system is opened, the degeneracies
are lifted and avoided crossings occur.
Fano resonance scatterings in acoustics and their relations with trapped
modes in waveguides including obstacles or in duct-cavity systems have been
studied by Hein et al.20,13. They used finite-element method to compute nu-
merically the acoustic resonances as well as transmission and reflection for an
incoming duct mode. They obtained complex resonance frequencies and cor-
responding eigenfunctions, the homogeneous solutions of the Helmholtz equa-
tion with absorbing boundary conditions. The complex resonance frequencies
are the positions of the poles of scattering matrix of the corresponding scat-
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tering problem. Fano resonance scatterings were related to three types of
trapped modes: antisymmetric (about duct axis) trapped modes below the
first cut-off frequency, embedded trapped modes linked to avoided crossings
of resonances, and trapped modes associated with Fabry-Pe´rot interferences
between cavities.
In this paper, we study sound propagation in a waveguide lined on a sec-
tion with a locally reacting material by the resonance scattering approach21.
The objective is to understand the effects of mode coupling on the transmis-
sion of the lined section. We show that by varying a control parameter (the
section length or the product of the lined admittance and the frequency), two
neighbored modes with complex resonance frequencies interfere in the scat-
tering region: the lined section opened to the two semi-infinite waveguides.
In the vicinity of an exceptional point, where the eigenvalues and eigenfunc-
tions coalesce, one mode turns to be trapped, the corresponding resonance
frequency (eigenvalue) is real. A transmission zero is present in the vicinity
of a resonance peak when the real resonance frequency is crossed, this is also
called Fano resonance (section III).
In section II, we derive the Scattering matrix (S matrix). For that,
we project the Helmholtz equation over the eigenfunctions of the rigid closed
counterpart of the open lined section which form an orthogonal and complete
function basis. The used eigenfunctions include the transverse and axial
components, thus this method generalizes the Multimodal method9 in which
the wave function is expanded only in terms of transverse eigenfunctions.
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We express the scattering matrix S in terms of an effective matrix Heff . The
matrix Heff approximately describes the complex resonances of the open lined
section. Its eigenvalues are complex and give the poles of the S matrix.
With the help of its eigenfunctions, we can extend the traditional acoustic
resonance scattering formula21 to describe the coupling effects between the
open lined section and the rigid waveguide.
II. MODEL
We consider the acoustic scattering problem in a two-dimensional infi-
nite waveguide lined over a finite length a with a locally reacting material,
as shown in Fig. 1. The waveguide is decomposed into three parts: two semi-
infinite rigid waveguides x ď 0 and x ě a (regions I and III, respectively), and
one scattering region (region II). Time dependence is assumed as expp´jωtq
and will be omitted in the following. In the following, all the quantities are
non-dimensionalized. The sound pressure ppx, yq in the waveguide satisfies
the non-dimensional Helmholtz equationˆ B2
Bx2 `
B2
By2 `K
2
˙
ppx, yq “ 0, (1)
where K “ pω{c0qh refers to dimensionless frequency, ω is the frequency, c0
is the sound velocity, and h is the height of the waveguide. Sound pressure p
and coordinates (x and y) are normalized by ρ0c0
2 and h, respectively, with
ρ0 the air density. The transverse boundary conditions in regions I, III, and
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Figure 1: (Color online) A two-dimensional infinite waveguide lined with
a locally reacting material of length a. Y refers to the admittance. The
closed counterpart of the scattering region is called closed cavity, with rigid
conditions at x “ 0 and x “ a.
II are
Bp
By
ˇˇˇ
y“0 and 1
“ 0 (for regions I and III) (2)
and
Bp
By
ˇˇˇ
y“0
“ ´jKY p and BpBy
ˇˇˇ
y“1
“ 0 (for region II), (3)
respectively.
Inspired by the R-matrix method22,23, the sound pressure ppx, yq in
region II is expanded in terms of an orthogonal and complete set of functions
ψµνpx, yq
ppx, yq “
Nx´1ÿ
µ“0
Ny´1ÿ
ν“0
aµνψµνpx, yq “ ψTa, (4)
where the sums have been truncated byNx andNy, “
T” refers to transpose. ψ
is a column vector, its elements are arranged as pµ, νq “ p0, 0q, p0, 1q, ..., p0, Ny´
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1q, p1, 0q, p1, 1q, ..., p1, Ny ´ 1q, ..., pNx ´ 1, 0q, pNx ´ 1, 1q, ..., pNx ´ 1, Ny ´ 1q.
We choose ψµ,ν to be the eigenfunctions of closed rigid cavity defined by
∇2ψµν “ ´γ2µνψµν , (5)
Bψµν
Bx
ˇˇˇ
x“0 and a{h
“ 0, BψµνBy
ˇˇˇ
y“0 and 1
“ 0. (6)
By solving the eigenproblem of Eqs. (5) and (6), the eigenfunctions ψµν and
eigenvalues γµν are given as ψµν “ p1{
a
ΛxΛyq cospµpix{pa{hqq cospνpiyq and
γµν “
apµpiq2{pa{hq2 ` pνpiq2, respectively, where Λx and Λy are normaliza-
tion coefficients.
Multiplying Eq. (1) by ψ, integrating over x and y, applying Green’s
theorem, and using Eq. (5) and the boundary conditions Eq. (6), we obtain
ppx, yq “
ż 1
0
„
Rpx, y, 0, y1qBppx
1, y1q
Bx1
ˇˇˇ
x1“0
´Rpx, y, a, y1qBppx
1, y1q
Bx1
ˇˇˇ
x1“a{h

dy1,
(7)
(see Appendix), where
Rpx, y, x1, y1q “ ψT px, yq “K2I´ Hin‰´1ψpx1, y1q. (8)
In Eq. (8), I refers to identity matrix, Hin “ Γ´ jKY Cin, where Γ is a diagonal
matrix with elements γ2µν , and C
in is a block diagonal matrix, its elements
can be calculated analytically by
Cinµν,µ1ν1 “
ż a{h
0
ψµνpx1, 0qψµ1ν1px1, 0qdx1. (9)
With the help of Eq. (25), it can be noted that the eigenfunctions of the
matrix Hin are the modes of the closed cavity with the admittance on the
bottom wall.
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Equation (7) links the sound pressures in the scattering region (II) with
their first derivatives with respect to x at the interfaces between the scattering
region and the other two regions (I and III).
The sound pressure is written as a sum of the incident (amplitudes cm)
and reflected modes for region I, and only transmitted modes for region III
ppx, yq “
$’’’’&’’’’%
M´1ÿ
m“0
cme
jKxmxφmpyq `
M´1ÿ
m“0
M´1ÿ
m1“0
Rm,m1cme
´jKx
m1xφm1pyq, x ď 0,
M´1ÿ
m“0
M´1ÿ
m1“0
Tm,m1cme
jKx
m1 px´a{hqφm1pyq, x ě a{h,
(10)
where Rm,m1 and Tm,m1 refer to the reflection and transmission coefficients,
andM is the truncation number. Kxm “
a
K2 ´ α2m are axial wavenumbers of
mode m in the rigid ducts. αm and φm are the eigenvalues and eigenfunctions
of transverse modes in regions I and III, they are given as αm “ mpi and
φm “ Λcospαmyq, with Λ the normalization coefficients. Equation (10) is
written in matrix form as
ppx, yq “
$’&’%
φTE`0 c` φTE´0 Rc, x ď 0,
φTE`a Tc, x ě a{h,
(11)
where E`0 , E
´
0 , and Ea` are (M ˆ M) diagonal matrices with the elements
ejK
x
mx, e´jKxmx, and ejKxmpx´a{hq, respectively. φ is a (M ˆ 1) column vector,
its elements are the eigenfunctions φm.
Substituting Eq. (11) into Eq. (7) at x “ 0 and x “ a{h, we obtain
IM ` R “ jC0T pK2I´ Hinq´1pC0KxpIM ´ Rq ´ CaKxTq, (12)
T “ jCaT pK2I´ Hinq´1pC0KxpIM ´ Rq ´ CaKxTq, (13)
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where Kx is a (M ˆ M) diagonal matrix with elements Kxm, and IM is a
(M ˆM) identity matrix. The elements of matrices C0 and Ca are
C0paq,µν,m “
ż 1
0
ψµνpx1 “ 0pa{hq, y1qφmpy1qdy1, (14)
where C0 and Ca have dimensions N ˆM with N “ Nx ¨Ny. From Eqs. (12)
and (13), we obtain»– R
T
fifl “ rI2M ` jGKx2Ms´1  ´rIM, 0MsT ` jC0aT rK2I´ Hins´1C0Kx( , (15)
where G “ C0aT pK2I ´ Hinq´1C0a, C0a “ rC0,Cas is a (N ˆ 2M) matrix, I2M
is a (2M ˆ 2M) identity matrix, Kx2M is a (2M ˆ 2M) block diagonal matrix
with two (M ˆM) diagonal matrices Kx on its main diagonal, and 0M is a
(M ˆM) zero matrix.
If we assume that the problem is symmetric, the scattering matrix can
be written as
S “
»– R T
T R
fifl “ rI2M ` jGKx2Ms´1 r´I2M ` jGKx2Ms . (16)
The scattering matrix S can be expressed as24
S “ ´I2M ` 2jC0aT
“
K2I´ Heff
‰´1
C0aK
x
2M, (17)
(see Appendix), where
Heff “ Hin ´ jC0aKx2MC0aT . (18)
The eigenvalues Kλ and eigenfunctions ϕ˜λ “ ψTVλ are defined by the eigen-
problem of matrix Heff ,
HeffVλ “ K2λVλ. (19)
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They describe the complex resonances of scattering region II, which is opened
to infinities through regions I and III, and truncated at the interfaces, x “ 0
and x “ a{h. The elements of vector ψ are the eigenfunctions of the rigid
closed cavity defined by Eqs. (5) and (6). Because the eigenfunctions ϕ˜λ in
scattering region II are non-separable in x and y, we use only one index λ
to describe the eigenvalues Kλ and the eigenfunctions ϕ˜λ. It is noted that
the complex resonances are calculated in Refs. 20 and 13 by finite element
method with absorbing boundary conditions.
With the help of eigenvectors Vλ, Eq. (17) can be written as
S “ ´I2M ` 2jC0aTVrK2VV´1 ´ VHeffV´1s´1VTC0aKx2M (20)
“ ´I2M ` 2jC˜T0arK2I´ Kλs´1C˜0aKx2M,
where Kλ is a (N ˆ N) diagonal matrix with K2λ its main elements. V is a
(N ˆN) matrix with its columns the eigenvectors Vλ of matrix Heff . Heff is a
symmetric non-Hermitian matrix, its eigenvectors are bi-orthogonal. Hence,
V´1 “ VT has been used in Eq. (20). Matrix C˜0a is defined as
C˜0a “ VTC0a “
ż h
0
VT rψpx1 “ 0, y1qφT py1q,ψpx1 “ a{h, y1qφT py1qsdy1(21)
“
ż h
0
rϕ˜px1 “ 0, y1qφT py1q, ϕ˜px1 “ a{h, y1qφT py1qsdy1,
where ϕ˜px1 “ 0, y1q and ϕ˜px1 “ a{h, y1q are pN ˆ 1q vectors with elements
the eigenfunctions ϕ˜λ of scattering region II at x
1 “ 0 and x1 “ a{h, respec-
tively. Matrix C˜0a describes the couplings of the scattering region II with
regions I and III. Equation (20) is not valid at exceptional points at which
the eigenvalues and eigenfunctions coalesce, and therefore V´1 is singular.
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Equation (20) extends the traditional acoustic resonance scattering for-
mula21, in which the complex eigenfrequencies of scattering region give the
resonance poles, to describe the coupling effects between scattering region
and rigid waveguides.
III. RESULTS AND DISCUSSIONS
First, we show how the trapped modes with real resonance frequen-
cies occur in the vicinity of exceptional points and how they are linked to
avoided crossings of the eigenvalues of matrix Heff . Second, we show that a
transmission zero is present in the vicinity of a resonance peak when the real
resonance frequency is crossed. Finally, we consider the effects of dissipation
in acoustic absorbing material. The liner can be described by an impedance
model (Y “ 1{Z):
Z “ Re` j cotpKdl{hq, (22)
where dl{h is the normalized depth of the liner, and Re is the resistance. Z
is assumed to be uniform. All the numerical results are calculated with the
truncation number M “ 30, Nx “ 30, and Ny “ 30. Although Eqs. (17) and
(20) are valid for arbitrary multimodal incidences, for the sake of simplicity,
we assume that only plane waves are incident in the following.
The eigenvalues of matrix Hin, denoted β
2
µ,ν , represent the eigenvalues
of the closed cavity with the admittance. The trajectories of <epβµ,νq as a
function of |KY | are shown in Fig. 2 with a{h “ 4 and Re “ 0. When the
eigenvalue curves cross, the modes are degenerate25. At the degeneracies,
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Figure 2: (Color online) Trajectories of the real parts of eigenvalues βµ,ν of
the closed cavity with admittance as a function of |KY | with Re “ 0 and
a{h “ 4. Solid lines label even modes in x-direction, dashed lines label odd
modes in x-direction. The mode indices (µ, ν) are marked near each curve.
eigenvalues coalesce, while eigenfunctions are still bi-orthogonal25 and there
is no interaction between the modes.
We consider the modes behaviour when the region II is opened. It can
be modelled by matrix Heff which depends on three parameters: a{h, KY ,
and K. This is due to the K dependences of both the impedance boundary
condition KY and the effective radiation condition at the interfaces x “ 0
and x “ a{h (the term Kx2M in Eq. (18)). In Fig. 3, we plot the eigenvalue
trajectories as a function of |KY | with a{h “ 4 and K “ 2.5. The curves
with the same symmetry about x, which had crossings before in Fig. 2, now
have avoided crossings in Fig. 3. The avoided crossings of the eigenvalues
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Figure 3: (Color online) Trajectories of <epKλq and =mpKλq of matrix Heff
as a function of |KY | with K “ 2.5, a{h “ 4, and Re “ 0: (a) real parts
and (b) imaginary parts. Solid lines and dashed lines correspond to different
symmetries as shown in Fig. 2. For comparison, we plot also the trajectories
of <epβµ,νq of the closed cavity by dash-dot lines.
Kλ in Fig. 3 occur in the vicinity of the degeneracies of the closed cavity, for
example those labelled by A, 1, 2, 3, and 4, respectively. Avoided crossings,
already known in structural dynamics26,27,28, are less used in cavities lined
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with impedance.
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Figure 4: (Color online) Two types of avoided crossings of Kλ as a function
|KY | with K “ 2.5 under different values of a{h: (a), (b) and (c) for a{h “
3.8; (d), (e) and (f) for a{h “ 3.6. They have the same two modes as avoided
crossing “A” in Fig. 3. EP occurs at |KY | “ 4.18 and a{h “ 3.7, labelled
by “C1” in Fig. 5. At (b) |KY | “ 4.5 and (e) |KY | “ 4.8, =mpKλ) goes to
zero. Kλ turns to be a real resonance frequency.
As we mentioned before, the matrix Heff depends on three parameters.
Another parameter, the liner length a{h, is used here to manipulate the
avoided crossing. Taking the same two modes with avoided crossing “A”
in Fig. 3 as an example, we decrease the liner length a{h, the results are
shown in Fig. 4. When a{h varies, there is a jump between two types of
avoided crossings. When a{h “ 3.8, there is a crossing for <e(Kλ) and not
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for =m(Kλ) (see Fig. 4 (a) and (b)), while for a{h “ 3.6, there is no crossing
for <e(Kλ) and crossing for =m(Kλ) (see Fig. 4 (d) and (e)).
These findings and the type change of the avoided crossings from Fig.
4 (c) to (f) suggest that there should exist a critical value acri{h, with which
the curves of Kλ as a function of |KY | will cross at a critical value |KY |cri.
We found that at |KY | “ 4.18, a{h “ 3.7, and K “ 2.5, the two eigenvalues
coalesce, so do their eigenfunctions. (acri{h, |KY |cri) is called an Exceptional
Point (EP) in the parameter plane (a{h, |KY |). A strong mixing of the
eigenfunctions of the two modes occurs near the EP. The two modes which
participate in the avoided crossing exchange their identities26,27.
Avoided crossing occurs in the vicinity of an EP. EPs were first in-
troduced by Kato29, and were extensively developed by Heiss30,31,32, Rot-
ter33,34,35, and Berry36. The mathematically topological structures of Rie-
mann sheets at an EP, depend on a complex or two real parameters. A
typical EP distribution of Heff in the plane of |KY | and a{h, with K fixed,
is shown in Fig. 5. They occur near the crossings between two modes in the
closed cavity that have the same symmetry about x. The branches A and
C (B and D) correspond to the crossings between two modes in the closed
cavity with even (odd) symmetry about x.
It is remarkable that at |KY | “ 4.5 in Fig. 4 (b) and |KY | “ 4.8 in
Fig. 4 (e), =m(Kλ) goes to zero. This is a real resonance frequency in the
open scattering region II. It is this kind of mode that Friedrich et al 18 found
in nuclear reaction, and Sadreev et al.19 found in quantum billiards. This is
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Figure 5: (Color online) The distribution of EPs of Heff in the (a{h, |KY |)
plane with K “ 2.5. The branches A and C (B and D) correspond to the
crossings between two modes in closed cavity with even (odd) symmetry
about x.
the trapped mode that plays a crucial role in a transmission zero in the lined
waveguide.
To realize a practical design of transmission zero, we need to under-
stand the modes behaviour in the parameters space (a{h, dl{h, K). We
re-produce Fig. 4 in Fig. 6 using dl{h as a varying parameter. It is quite sur-
prising that the eigenvalue trajectories in the two different parameter spaces
of Figs. 4 and 6 are very similar to each other. We find that at a{h “ 3.8
and dl{h “ 0.425, real resonance (trapped mode) occurs, with K “ 2.5.
As pointed out earlier, Heff depends on frequency K, so do Kλ. To find
the frequency at which transmission zero occurs, we need to solve equation
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Figure 6: (Color online) Re-plot Fig. 4 using dl{h, the liner depth, as x-
coordinate.
K “ KλpKq. Therefore, near the EP labelled by “C1” in Fig. 5, the real
resonance frequency we seek for corresponds to the point where the curves
y “ KλpK, dl{h, a{h “ 3.8q cross the line y “ K. We find that at K “ 2.853,
dl{h “ 0.35, and a{h “ 3.8, real resonance (trapped mode) occurs. Using this
group of parameters, we calculate the transmission and reflection coefficients
of the plane mode by Eq. (16), as shown in Fig. 7. A transmission zero occurs
at K “ 2.853. The corresponding sound pressure field is shown in Fig. 8. At
the same time, reflection coefficient has a peak with amplitude 1.
Now we consider the effects of dissipation. A small Re is added in the
impedance model Eq. (22). In Fig. 9, we plot the reflection and transmis-
sion coefficients as a function of K with dl{h “ 0.35 and a{h “ 3.8 under
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Figure 7: (Color online) Transmission and reflection coefficients of the plane
mode and trajectories of eigenvalues Kλ of matrix Heff as a function of dl{h
with K “ 2.85, a{h “ 3.8, and Re “ 0: (a) real parts, (b) imaginary parts,
(c) in complex Kλ plane, and (d) transmission and reflection coefficients as
a function of K with dl{h “ 0.35, a{h “ 3.8, and Re “ 0. In the figure, we
also label the indices of the corresponding mode in closed cavity.
Figure 8: (Color online) The absolute value of sound pressure field in the
waveguide when real resonance frequency is crossed.
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different values of Re. The amplitude peaks of the reflection and transmis-
sion coefficients decrease rapidly with increasing Re. The high sensitivity on
the dissipation is due to the fact that the crucial ingredient to form Fano
resonance in the transmission and reflection coefficients – the trapped mode
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0.6
0.8
1
K
|T
|
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|R|
 
 
Re=1e−5
Re=1e−4
Re=1e−3
(b)(a)
Figure 9: (Color online) (a) Transmission and (b) reflection coefficients of
the plane mode as a function of frequency under different values of resistance
Re with dl{h “ 0.35.
with real resonance frequency, turns to be quasi-trapped mode with complex
resonance frequency. The sharp asymmetric profile becomes smoother, as
shown in Fig. 9.
IV. CONCLUSIONS
We have shown that the acoustic scattering matrix can be efficiently
described with the help of an effective matrix Heff . This effective matrix
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is linked to the resonances of the scattering region opened to the infinite
waveguides and gives the poles of the scattering matrix. Those poles are in
the vicinity of exceptional points.
There are an infinite number of exceptional points in the parameters
plane (a{h, |KY |), at which the eigenvalues and eigenfunctions of two modes
coalesce, for the open lined section. In the vicinity of each exceptional point,
crossing or avoided crossing of the real and imaginary parts of the complex
resonances (eigenvalues) occur. By varying one of the parameters, say |KY |,
one mode turns to be a trapped mode, its resonance frequency becomes real.
When a plane mode is incident, a transmission zero is present in the vicinity
of a resonance peak, called Fano resonance, in the transmission amplitudes
when the real resonance frequency is crossed.
EPs, real resonance frequencies, and transmission zeros can also be ob-
tained for parameters (a{h, dl{h), which can suit the practical need of noise
mitigation. We have also shown that the transmission zeros and peaks are
highly sensitive to the dissipation.
With the aid of the eigenvalues and eigenfunctions of matrix Heff , the
traditional acoustic resonance scattering formula is extended to describe the
coupling effects between the open lined section and the rigid parts of the
waveguide.
In this paper, the numerical calculations are made for one incident mode
and thus “zero transmission” means that the total sound field is stopped.
However, the model is valid for multimode being incident. To stop the total
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sound field for multimode propagation is still an open question.
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Appendix: Derivation of Eq. (7) and (17)
1. Derivation of Eq. (7)
Multiplying Eq. (1) by ψ, integrating over the closed cavity, we obtainż 1
0
ż a{h
0
ψ
ˆB2p
Bx2 `
B2p
By2
˙
dxdy “ ´K2
ż 1
0
ż a{h
0
ψp dxdy. (23)
Applying Green’s theorem for Eq. (23), substituting Eq. (5) into the resulting
equation, we haveż 1
0
ˆ
ψ
Bp
Bx ´
Bψ
Bx p
˙ˇˇˇˇx“a{h
x“0
dy `
ż a{h
0
ˆ
ψ
Bp
By ´
Bψ
By p
˙ˇˇˇˇy“1
y“0
dx
“ ´pK2I´ Γq
ż 1
0
ż a{h
0
ψp dxdy,
(24)
where I is an identity matrix, and Γ is a diagonal matrix with elements γ2µν .
Substituting the boundary conditions, Eqs. (3) and (6), into Eq. (24), results
inż 1
0
ˆ
ψ
Bp
Bx
˙ˇˇˇˇx“0
x“a{h
dy´jKY
ż a{h
0
ψpx, 0qppx, 0qdx “ pK2I´Γq
ż 1
0
ż a{h
0
ψp dxdy.
(25)
Replacing the pressure function p inside the scattering region by Eq. (4),
and using the orthogonality property of eigenfunctions ψµν , the expansion
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coefficients a can be written as
a “
«
K2I´ Γ` jKY
ż a{h
0
ψpx, 0qψT px, 0qdx
ff´1 ż 1
0
ˆ
ψ
Bp
Bx
˙ˇˇˇˇx“0
x“a{h
dy. (26)
Substitute the upper expression of a into Eq. (4), we end up with Eq. (7).
2. Derivation of Eq. (17)
Due to the symmetry property of the matrix S, Eq. (16) can be rewritten
as
S “ ´I2M ` 2jC0a
T pK2I´ Hinq´1C0aKx2M
I2M ` jC0aT pK2I´ Hinq´1C0aKx2M
. (27)
Now we expand the denominator in Eq. (27) into a geometric series24,
S “ ´I2M ` 2jCT0a 1K2I´ Hin C0aK
x
2M
8ÿ
q“0
ˆ
´jCT0a 1K2I´ Hin C0aK
x
2M
˙q
“ ´I2M ` 2jCT0a 1K2I´ Hin
8ÿ
q“0
ˆ
´jC0aKx2MCT0a 1K2I´ Hin
˙q
C0aK
x
2M
“ ´I2M ` 2jCT0a 1K2I´ Hin
1
1` jC0aKx2MCT0a 1K2I´Hin
C0aK
x
2M
“ ´I2M ` 2jCT0a 1K2I´ Hin ` jC0aKx2MCT0a
C0aK
x
2M.
(28)
By the expression of KN, the upper equation results in the Eq. (17).
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